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Abstract: - A perceptually enhanced ARQ algorithm for real-time video communications over 802.11 wireless networks

is presented. The algorithm operates at the application level to exploit information about the perceptual and temporal

importance of each packet. A priority value is associated to each packet to determine which one to retransmit at each

retransmission opportunity. Compared to the standard 802.11 MAC-layer ARQ scheme, the proposed technique delivers

higher perceptual quality because it retransmits only the most perceptually important packets. Live video streaming of

H.264 sequences has been simulated in a realistic 802.11e infrastructured scenario. Results show that the proposed method

consistently outperforms the standard link-layer 802.11 retransmission scheme, delivering gains up to 10 dB of PSNR with

very low transmission delays, while the impact on concurrent traffic is very limited.
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1 Introduction

A constantly increasing number of devices are equipped

with an 802.11 wireless network interface [1]. Consumer

electronics devices are expected to integrate such inter-

faces in a very short time, particularly if they have mul-

timedia capabilities. Hence it is very important for the

802.11 standard to efficiently transport different kinds of

traffic, and multimedia in particular. In 802.11, radio

link noise and MAC-level collisions are addressed by an

automatic link-layer retransmission scheme. While data-

agnostic, link-layer ARQ is both fast and simple to imple-

ment, for the specific and increasingly important case of

multimedia traffic, more advanced ARQ techniques could

use network resources more efficiently as well as deliver

higher perceptual quality.

The highly non-uniform perceptual importance and the

strong time sensitivity are two of the most important char-

acteristics of multimedia streams. One or both charac-

teristics are usually considered by most ARQ techniques

designed for multimedia communications. The Soft ARQ

proposal [2], for instance, avoids retransmitting late data

that would not be useful at the decoder, thus saving band-

width. Variants of the Soft ARQ technique have been de-

veloped for layered coding [2].

Other techniques exploit the different perceptual impor-

tance of the syntax elements contained in a compressed

multimedia bitstream assigning them different priorities.

In [3] video packets are protected by error correcting codes

whose amount depends on the kind of frame to which the

video packets belong. Channel adaptation is achieved by

an additional ARQ scheme that privileges the most impor-

tant classes of data. Scheduling of video frames according

to the priority given by their position inside the Group of

Pictures (GOP) in presented in [4], coupled with the as-

signment of different priorities to the various kinds of data

(i.e. motion and texture information) contained in each

packet.

Optimizing the transmission policy for each single

packet rather than relying on a priori determination of the

average importance of the elements of the compressed bit-

stream may lead to further improvements [5] [6]. For in-

stance, packets could be retransmitted or not depending on

whether the distortion caused by their loss is above a given

threshold, as in the low-delay wireless video transmission

system presented in [7]. However, it is not clear how to

optimally determine such threshold. Given a way to as-

sociate distortion values to each packet, rate-distortion op-

timization of the transmission policies has also been pro-

posed [8] [9].

In this paper, we focus on the specific case of real-

time video transmission over 802.11e networks. Unlike

the 802.11 MAC-level ARQ which retransmits all pack-

ets regardless of their importance, we propose a perceptual

ARQ scheme, implemented at the application level, which

exploits information about the perceptual and the tempo-

ral importance of each packet. In our proposal, a set of re-

transmission opportunities is determined at the beginning



of each GOP, then the algorithm retransmits unacknowl-

edged packets according to their priority. Each packet’s

priority is computed using a simple and flexible formula,

that combines perceptual importance and maximum delay

constraint. Perceptual importance is evaluated using the

analysis-by-synthesis technique [9], which is detailed in

Section 3.

In this paper we extend our previous work [10], sim-

ulating a congested home network scenario based on the

802.11e standard, in which the access point represents the

home access gateway. We simulate the transmission of

an H.264 video sequence from the access point to a PC,

in presence of several concurrent interfering flows, which

lead to very congested network conditions. Detailed re-

sults are presented, in terms of both perceptual (measured

by PSNR) and network performance. The results show that

consistent gains are achieved by the proposed scheme with

respect to the standard 802.11 retransmission technique.

Moreover, they show that the proposed perceptual ARQ

technique presents a limited impact on concurrent traffic

as well as a very low transmission delay even in very con-

gested network conditions.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and Sec-

tion 3 review the H.264 standard and analysis-by-synthesis

distortion estimation, respectively. In Section 4 the pro-

posed perceptual ARQ technique is presented in detail.

Section 5 presents the simulation setup, followed by the

discussion of the results in Section 6. Conclusions are

drawn in Section 7.

2 H.264 Video Transmission

We focus on the transmission of video data compressed

according to the new ITU-T H.264 standard [11]. In

the H.264 Video Coding Layer (VCL), consecutive mac-

roblocks are grouped into slices, that are the smallest in-

dependently decodable units. They are useful to subdivide

the coded bitstream into independent packets, so that the

loss of a packet does not affect the ability of the receiver

to decode the others. To transmit the video data over an IP

network, the H.264 provides a Network Adaptation Layer

(NAL) [12] for the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP),

which is well suited for real-time wired and wireless mul-

timedia transmissions.

Some dependencies exist between the VCL and the

NAL. The packetization process is an example. Error re-

silience, in fact, is improved if the VCL is instructed to

create slices of about the same size of the packets and the

NAL told to put only one slice per packet, thus creating

independently decodable packets. Note that in H.264 the

subdivision of a frame into slices can vary for each frame

of the sequence. However slices cannot be too short due to

the resulting overhead that would reduce coding efficiency.

Error
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Concealment Quality
Evaluation(Synthesis)

Decoding +
Importance

Value

Video Data

Reconstructed
video

Corrupted
video

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the analysis-by-synthesis tech-

nique.

3 Analysis-by-Synthesis Distortion

Estimation

Multimedia data, and video in particular, exhibit non-

uniform perceptual importance. When video is transmit-

ted over a noisy channel, each loss event causes a decrease

of the video quality that depends on the perceptual impor-

tance of the lost data. Such importance can be defined a

priori, based on the average importance of the elements

of the compressed bitstream, as with the data partitioning

approach.

At a finer level of granularity, the importance of a video

coding element, such as a macroblock or a packet, could

be considered proportional to the distortion that would be

introduced at the decoder by the loss of that specific el-

ement. The distortion estimate associated to each packet

could, therefore, be computed as follows:

1. decoding (including concealment) of the bitstream

simulating the loss of the packet being analyzed (syn-

thesis stage);

2. computation of the distortion (e.g. MSE) between re-

constructed and original sequence;

3. storage of the obtained value as an indication of the

perceptual importance of the analyzed video packet.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the above described

analysis-by-synthesis approach.

The analysis-by-synthesis distortion estimation scheme

is independent of the video coding standard. Since it in-

cludes the synthesis stage in its body, it can accurately

evaluate the effect of both the error propagation and the

error concealment. Note that this method assumes iso-

lated packet losses; nevertheless, this leads to a use-

ful approximation as demonstrated by some applications

of the analysis-by-synthesis approach to MPEG coded

video [5] [6] [9].

The complexity and delay of the analysis-by-synthesis

classification technique depend on the frame types the se-

quence is composed of. If only I-type frames are present,

the technique is quite simple since each frame is coded in-

dependently of the others. If the sequence contains also

predicted frames such as in the case of H.264, the algo-

rithm is more complex because error propagation must be



taken into account until the end of the GOP; a model-based

approach, however, can be used to drastically reduce com-

plexity [13]. Moreover, note that in the case of stored video

(e.g. non-live streaming scenarios), the distortion values

can be precomputed and stored.

4 Cross-Layer Perceptual ARQ

To take into account the perceptual and temporal impor-

tance of each multimedia packet, an application-level, end-

to-end ARQ technique using the IP-UDP-RTP/RTCP pro-

tocol stack is proposed. Every packet is transmitted once,

then it is stored in a retransmission buffer RTXbuf waiting

for its acknowledgment. The receiver periodically gener-

ates RTCP receiver reports (RR) containing an ACK or a

NACK for each transmitted packet. A NACK is gener-

ated when the receiver detects a missing packet by means

of the RTP sequence number. Packets in the retransmis-

sion buffer are sent in the order given by their combined

temporal-perceptual priority, as defined in Section 4.2. The

performance of the proposed technique depends on a few

key parameters, such as the maximum amount of band-

width Bmax granted to retransmissions and the relative

weights given to temporal and perceptual importance.

4.1 The Retransmission Scheduling Algo-

rithm

At the beginning of each GOP, the transmission time of

each packet produced by the encoder is determined by eq-

uispacing the packets of each frame inside their respec-

tive frame interval. Let BGOP be the bandwidth needed to

transmit the current GOP and Bmax the maximum amount

of bandwidth granted to retransmissions. Nrtx retransmis-

sion opportunities are available for the current GOP, where

Nrtx = (Bmax − BGOP )/Spck and Spck is the average

packet size. The time instants corresponding to the retrans-

mission opportunities are determined as follows. The total

size of each frame is first computed and then the smallest

one is identified. The time instant of the first retransmis-

sion opportunity is set to be midway between the time in-

stant of the first packet of the smallest frame interval and

the last packet of the previous frame. The procedure is

repeated until Nrtx opportunities have been determined,

considering at each step the opportunities filled by packets

of size Spck. This procedure may create retransmission

bursts between each frame, but has the advantage to be

simple to implement; if desired, a more uniform distribu-

tion of the retransmission opportunities is achievable. Note

also that the opportunities will not be necessarily com-

pletely used.

The algorithm used by the sender to implement the re-

transmission policy is based on a retransmission buffer

RTXbuf . When a packet is sent, it is placed in the RTXbuf ,

waiting for its acknowledgment, and marked as unavail-

able for retransmission. When an ACK is received, the cor-

responding packet in the RTXbuf is discarded because it

has been successfully transmitted. If a NACK is received,

the packet is marked as available for retransmission. Pack-

ets belonging to the RTXbuf that will never arrive at the

decoder in time for playback are discarded. To limit the

impact of receiver report losses, the sender piggybacks the

highest sequence number for which it received an ACK or

NACK. The receiver always repeats in the receiver reports

the status information for all the packets whose sequence

number is less than the piggybacked one.

When a retransmission opportunity approaches, a prior-

ity function (see Section 4.2) is computed for each packet

marked as available in the RTXbuf and the one with the

highest priority is transmitted. It is important to stress

that the retransmission opportunities computed according

to Bmax not necessarily will be actually used by the algo-

rithm, leading to an actual bandwidth usage which can be

considerably lower than Bmax.

4.2 The Priority Function

In a real-time streaming scenario each packet must be

available at the decoder a certain amount of time before

it is played back to allow the decoder to process it. Let

tn be the time the n-th frame is played back. All packets

containing data needed to synthesize the n-th frame must

be available at the decoder at time tn − TP where TP is

the decoder processing time. Note that the temporal de-

pendencies present in the coded video (e.g. due to B-type

frames) must also be taken into account.

For each packet i belonging to the n-th frame we define

its deadline (i.e. the time instant by which the packet must

reach the decoder) as ti,n = tn − TP . If a packet never ar-

rives, or arrives after ti,n, it produces a distortion increase

Di,n that can be evaluated using the analysis-by-synthesis

technique. The sender should always select a packet for

transmission only among the ones that can arrive before

their deadline, i.e. ti,n > ts +FTT , where ts is the instant

of the next retransmission opportunity and FTT (Forward

Trip Time) is the time needed to transmit the packet, which

is typically time-varying, due to the network state. Defin-

ing the distance from the deadline as ∆ti,n = ti,n − ts, the

previous condition can be rewritten as ∆ti,n > FTT .

At any given time a number of packets satisfy the con-

dition ∆ti,n > FTT . A policy is needed to choose which

packet must be retransmitted and in which order. Consider

the packets containing the video data of a certain frame:

each packet has the same ∆ti,n. Within a frame the sender

should transmit, or retransmit, the packet with the highest

Di,n that has not been yet successfully received. The deci-

sion is not as clear when choosing between sending an ele-

ment A with low distortion DA,n−1 in an older frame and

an element B with high distortion DB,n in a newer frame.

In other words, there is a trade-off between the importance

of the video data and its distance from the deadline (which



Table 1. Characteristics of the concurrent streams.
Stream Access Category Bandwidth

Tested H.264 AC1 765–1304 kbit/s

Video1 AC2 1.5 Mbit/s

Video2 AC2 3 Mbit/s

Video3 AC2 6 Mbit/s

FTP AC0 variable

VoIP AC3 70 kbit/s

RTP RR AC3 3–6 kbit/s

can be seen as a sort of temporal importance.) A reason in

favor of sending A is because its playback time is nearer

(∆tA,n−1 < ∆tB,n), that reduces the number of oppor-

tunities to send it. On the other hand, if B arrives at the

decoder, it will reduce the potential distortion of a value

greater than A (because DB,n > DA,n−1.) A detailed

study of the problem can be found in [2].

A retransmission policy is needed to select at each re-

transmission opportunity the video packet that optimizes a

given performance criterion. We propose to compute, for

each packet, a priority function of both its potential distor-

tion and its distance from the deadline:

Vi,n = f(Di,n, ∆ti,n). (1)

The retransmission policy consists of sending packets in

decreasing order of priority Vi,n. The issue is to find an

effective, and, if possible, simple, function that combines

the distortion value with the distance from the deadline.

We propose to use the following function:

Vi,n = Di,n + wK
1

∆ti,n
, (2)

where K is a normalization factor, computed as the

product of the mean value of the distortion and the receiver

buffer length TB in seconds as in the following formula

K = Di,n · TB . (3)

The normalization factor, K, is designed to balance the

perceptual and temporal importance of the packet for the

average case. The size of the receiver buffer TB is, in fact,

approximately equal to the mean value of the distance from

the deadline, assuming that the receiver buffer is almost

full. The weighting factor w in Eq. (2) is introduced to

control the relative importance of the perceptual and tem-

poral terms of the formula.

5 Simulation Setup

The proposed technique has been implemented and tested

using ns [14]. The simulator implements an 802.11e MAC

layer [15] over an 802.11a physical layer with a channel

bandwidth of 36 Mbit/s. A packet error model has been

AP

N1

Video1PC Video3

TV Set 3 TV Set 1

terminal
VoIP

DVD Player

N4
Video2

N3

N0

N5

N2
TV Set 2

VoIP
FTP

Tested H.264

Fig. 2. The 802.11 network topology. The tested H.264

video stream is transmitted from the Access Point to the

destination node. The solid lines show the actual path

of the transmitted packets, while the dashed lines indicate

logical connections.

implemented in ns based on BER curves obtained from

802.11 channel measurements, with different noise levels

and packet sizes.

A realistic home network scenario, shown in Figure 2,

has been simulated. Many wireless devices (three TV sets,

a DVD player, a PC and a VoIP terminal) are connected to

the same Access Point. Three concurrent video transmis-

sion, a VoIP call and an FTP transfer are active at the same

time, as well as the H.264 live video transmission under

test. The H.264 transmission is originated from the access

point, that represents the home access gateway; packets are

directly sent to the destination (PC) without using interme-

diate hops.

Three standard CIF test sequences have been encoded

using version 6.1e of the H.264 test model software [11]

with a fixed quantization parameter. The GOP encoding

scheme is IBBPBBPBBPBB. The characteristics of the

tested video sequences are shown in Table 2. Each se-

quence is concatenated with itself to reach a length of ap-

proximately 500 s. The video encoder is instructed to make

RTP packets whose size is approximately constant. The

decoder implements a simple temporal concealment tech-

nique that replaces a corrupted or missing macroblock with

the macroblock in the same position in the previous frame.

Traffic has been assigned to the 802.11e Access Cate-

gories as shown in Table 1. This assignment follows the

Wi-Fi alliance recommendation for multimedia [16]. The

FTP stream is assigned to the lowest priority class (Access

Category 0). The tested H.264 stream is assigned to AC1,

while all the remaining video flows are sent as AC2. The

VoIP flows and the receiver reports are assigned to AC3 —

which provides the highest available QoS — to achieve the

maximum protection against receiver report losses. The

maximum number of MAC retransmissions is three for all

the classes except AC1, for which no MAC level retrans-

missions are used. We assigned the tested H.264 video



Table 2. Characteristics of the sequences used in the simulations.

Sequence Avg. bitrate (kbit/s) Encoding distortion (dB) Resolution Frame rate

paris 765 35.68 CIF (352×288) 30 fps

tempete 1205 34.23 CIF (352×288) 30 fps

bus 1304 34.25 CIF (352×288) 30 fps
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Fig. 3. Used bandwidth as a function of the retry limit for

the MAC-level ARQ case; paris sequence.

stream and the other video flows to different access cate-

gories because the retry limit can be specified only for each

access category and not for each flow. To ensure fairness

in the comparisons, however, the tested H.264 stream flow

has been assigned to an access category whose priority is

lower than the other video streams. Table 1 also reports the

bandwidth of all the flows. Note that the rate of the RTCP

flow due to the receiver reports is very modest. It ranges

from 3 to 6 kbit/s for a 100 ms receiver report interval,

and, if needed, could be further improved by packing ACK

and NACK information more efficiently than the current

implementation.

6 Results

The first set of results shows the performance of the stan-

dard MAC-level ARQ technique, as it is implemented in

the current 802.11 standard. In the remaining part of the

section the best performance of the MAC-level ARQ will

be compared to the one of the proposed perceptual ARQ.

In the MAC-level ARQ simulations, we varied the retry

limit of the AC1 class to assess its impact on the perfor-

mance. Figures 3 and 4 assess the performance of the

MAC-level ARQ scheme as a function of the retry limit,

in terms of used transmission bandwidth and PSNR per-

formance, for the paris sequence. The first graph clearly

shows that the used bandwidth saturates if the retry limit is

increased over a certain threshold, that is four in our simu-
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Fig. 4. PSNR as a function of the retry limit for the MAC-

level ARQ case; paris sequence.

lations. In this condition the used bandwidth is about 120%

of the average bitrate of the sequence, i.e. 20% is used for

retransmissions. The PSNR presents a maximum when the

retry limit is equal to four. For higher values the PSNR per-

formance decreases due to the higher packet delay caused

by severe network congestion. The higher packet delay, in

fact, results in the expiration of the MAC-level timeout of

many packets.

The standard MAC-level ARQ technique is now com-

pared with the proposed perceptual ARQ technique, by

means of many different performance indicators, such as

the PSNR, the used bandwidth, the impact on concurrent

flows and the average packet delay. The impact of the two

main parameters of the proposed ARQ algorithm, namely

the weighting parameter (w) and the maximum available

bandwidth (Bmax), will also be examined in the follow-

ing.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the PSNR performance of

the proposed ARQ technique as a function of the maxi-

mum available bandwidth parameter, which is expressed

as a percentage of the sequence average bitrate. In these

graphs, the horizontal solid line represents the best perfor-

mance achieved by the MAC-level ARQ technique in our

simulations. Consistent performance gains with respect to

the standard MAC-level ARQ technique are achieved. The

performance increase ranges from 0.5–1 dB for the case

of the paris and tempete sequences, while it reaches about

10 dB for the bus sequence. In the first two graphs, the

PSNR performance nearly reaches the encoding distortion,
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mance achieved by the MAC-level ARQ.

reported in Table 2. The gain for the bus sequence is due

to the fact that the MAC-level ARQ cannot successfully

transmit the bus sequence due to its high bitrate and the

congestion level of the network. The best PSNR perfor-

mance of the MAC-level ARQ scheme, in fact, is well be-

low the acceptable quality threshold.

The performance of the perceptual ARQ algorithm has

been reported for two different values of the weighting pa-

rameter (w), which determines the relative importance of

the perceptual and temporal terms in Equation (2). As

shown in Figures 5 and 6, when the w value is zero, the

temporal constraints of the packets are neglected, hence

the retransmission priority of the packets is only based

on the perceptual importance. This leads to a lower per-

formance when the maximum available bandwidth is low

(about 130% of the sequence average bitrate), because the
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mance achieved by the MAC-level ARQ.
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limited amount of instantaneous available bandwidth for

retransmission requires to take into account also the tem-

poral importance of the packets. On the contrary, when the

maximum available bandwidth is enough to absorb nearly

all instantaneous bandwidth peaks due to retransmissions,

the influence of the weighting parameter is more limited.

Note that the average bandwidth used by the algorithm is

much lower than the one indicated by the maximum avail-

able bandwidth parameter (Bmax). This value, is, in fact,

the peak transmission bandwidth, fully used only when a

GOP is particularly difficult to transmit. Therefore, the

PSNR gain comes from the peak bandwidth increase that

allows the algorithm to timely retransmit a higher number

of packets when it is more needed. Figures 8, 9 and 10

show the average value of the used bandwidth, expressed

as a percentage of the sequence average bitrate. Both
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the MAC-level ARQ values and the proposed perceptual

ARQ values are reported. The perceptual ARQ algorithm

presents a slightly higher (1–3%) bandwidth usage, but its

quality performance is consistently better as shown in the

previous graphs.

The impact of the two different ARQ techniques on the

concurrent traffic is shown in Table 3, in terms of the

packet loss rate experienced by the various traffic flows in

the same conditions. The FTP flow is not shown because

the throughput it can deliver is very limited and not signif-

icant due to the high network congestion. For all the three

concurrent video flows, the packet loss rate differs for less

than 1% in the paris and tempete case. The packet loss rate

slightly increases in the bus case (about 4–5%), but note

that, however, the proposed perceptual ARQ technique is

able to deliver an acceptable quality while the degradation
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Fig. 11. Average delay as a function of the maximum avail-

able bandwidth for the MAC-level ARQ scheme, for the

three tested video sequences.
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Fig. 12. Average delay as a function of the maximum

available bandwidth for the proposed ARQ scheme, for the

three tested video sequences.

using the MAC-level ARQ is intolerable. Finally, note that

the impact on VoIP transmission, which is assigned to the

highest-QoS access category, is negligible.

The last part of the results analyzes the average delay

experienced by the video packets with both the MAC-level

ARQ and the proposed perceptual ARQ techniques. Fig-

ure 11 shows the delay for the three tested video sequences

using the MAC-level ARQ scheme. Both the tempete and

bus sequences present an average delay of about one sec-

ond or more, which might be annoying in some situations,

and certainly unsuitable for scenarios with very strict de-

lay requirements. On the contrary, Figure 12 shows that

the proposed perceptual ARQ technique achieves a very

low transmission delay for both the paris and tempete se-

quences. The average delay for the bus sequence is slightly

higher, about 250 ms, which however greatly improves

with respect to the 1.3 s average delay of the MAC-level

ARQ technique. Hence the proposed perceptual ARQ al-



Table 3. Impact of the standard and proposed techniques on concurrent traffic. The retry limit is set to 3 for the MAC-level

ARQ; Maximum available bandwidth is 200% for the proposed ARQ scheme (300% for the bus case).

Sequence Technique Video1 Video2 Video3 VoIP

PLR (%) PLR (%) PLR (%) PLR (%)

paris MAC-level ARQ 14.83 16.50 14.99 0.20

paris proposed ARQ 15.46 17.14 15.39 0.24

tempete MAC-level ARQ 17.49 19.33 17.66 0.21

tempete proposed ARQ 18.03 19.76 18.17 0.23

bus MAC-level ARQ 16.52 18.25 16.82 0.23

bus proposed ARQ 20.73 22.73 21.20 0.19

gorithm can be very interesting in scenarios with very strict

delay requirements.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we proposed and analyzed a perceptual ARQ

algorithm to transmit video streams on 802.11 wireless

networks. The technique computes a priority function for

each packet to determine the best scheduling and transmis-

sion instants to retransmit packets. Live video streaming

of H.264 sequences has been simulated using ns for a real-

istic high-traffic 802.11e infrastructured scenario. Results

showed consistent performance gains (up to 10 dB PSNR)

over the standard content-transparent 802.11 MAC-level

ARQ scheme, with a very limited impact on concurrent

traffic as well as very low transmission delay.
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